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The central issue of decentralization reform is tax and finance. It is the 
foundation of autonomy that local governments collect tax while residents select 
administrative services balancing with the tax burden. Local tax and finance must 
be designed in a way that each area moves much closer to the ideal autonomy. 
The Decentralization Reform Committee is requested to make deliberations on 
local tax and finance based on the following three principles and to make 
proposals. 

Principle 1. Establishing tax and public finance that is based on the residents’ 
choice and the local governments’ constructive efforts 
- In order to make consistent local government’s autonomy with national 

minimum requirements, it is essential to thoroughly review the levels of 
administrative services guaranteed by local allocation tax. 

- It is also essential to implement integrated reform of local tax, subsidies, local 
allocation tax and local bonds to make local finance as a whole appropriate for 
decentralization. 
(1) Giving greater importance to local tax and moving towards ideal local 

governments supported by citizens 
(2) Minimizing State-imposed requirements and criteria so as to allow local 

governments to make decisions on their administrative services with 
responsibility  

(3) Calling on local governments to issue local bonds with discipline so that 
issued bonds will not become the implicit local allocation tax or subsidies 

Principle 2. Designing national and local tax fit for the age of decentralization 
- To meet the original intention of local tax, local individual inhabitant tax (on a 

per capita basis), etc. should be placed at the heart of local tax 
-The current standard tax rate is very low, the annual sum is 1,000 yen for each 
prefecture and 3,000 yen for each city, town and village. In the case of a town with a 
population of 10,000, tax revenue from individual inhabitant tax on a per capita 



basis is around 15 million yen per year, falling short of even paying the salaries of a 
town mayor and a deputy mayor. 
- Although per capita rate on local inhabitant tax can be decided at the discretion of 
local governments, taxation at a higher rate than the standard rate is currently 
applied solely to corporations, not inhabitants. Local administrative chiefs and 
congresses should convince citizens with votes to bear a tax burden matching 
required expenditures. 

- Narrowing the tax revenue gaps between different regions is required 
Examples are as follows: (1) ways to modify proportional distribution of two local 
corporation taxes with large gaps among regions, (2) ways to reduce the two local 
corporation taxes with large gaps and increase local consumption tax with small 
gaps at same time by the same amount, (3) ways to finance local allocation tax by 
the two local corporation taxes and translate national consumption tax which is 
source of revenue of local allocation tax to local consumption tax. 

-	 Proposals on ways to prevent regional gaps from widening in the transfer of tax 
sources should be made from local governments as well. 

Principle 3. Respecting predictability, constancy and transparency when the 
central government allocates source of revenue to local governments 
- The Government should abolish arbitrary measures with regard to local 

allocation tax taken every fiscal year. Instead, it should consider ways to stick 
only to local allocation tax rate over the medium term. Local governments 
should be responsible for required annual adjustment during the period. (At 
present, local governments are not informed about the amount of local 
allocation tax until the Government formulates annual project on local finance. 
This confuses local government’s fiscal management.) 

-	 Calculation method of local allocation tax should be simplified further. 


